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Syosset High School,

     We hope everyone has settled in nicely in the last

month. It’s wonderful to see you all again, though under

radically different circumstances.  The Pulse staff feels

incredibly lucky to be able to continue reporting important

Syosset news this year.  After six months of isolation and

slow progress, to keep this delicate balance between

education and safety, we must be vigilant about wearing

masks, keeping proper hygiene, and adhering to distance

guidelines. We understand this can be emotionally taxing

and we all miss our friends, but a combination between

having fun and staying safe is definitely possible!  

     To incoming students— we can’t imagine how new this

all must seem to you.  The transition to high school is hard

enough; couple it with all these new COVID related

changes, and a situation that is already new becomes

even more foreign.  However, don’t be afraid, we promise

that you will get used to it quickly.  We know the building

must be new to you, so it’s natural for you to get lost in the

beginning.  But, don’t be afraid to stop a teacher or older

student in the hallway for directions!  They’d be glad to

help.  Our teachers and administrators are doing their best

to create a sense of normalcy and the best year for all

students.  Rest assured— you’re in good hands.  :) 

      Though tests will look a little differently this year, start

fostering sustainable and healthy study habits as early as

possible.  Buy an agenda book to keep track of your

assignments and exams.  We suggest writing daily

schedules to plan out your day, making sure to put aside 

 adequate time to eat and sleep.  If you begin feeling

overwhelmed, make sure to communicate with your

teachers for guidance and study plans.  Also, make sure to

take advantage of extra help sessions to clarify any issues;

which, in turn, demonstrates that you are a proactive

student and establishes a stronger connection with your

teachers. 

     Even in the virtual realm, there are a wide array of

opportunities available to students to take part in

extracurricular activities (including The Pulse!).  Through

the virtual incoming student orientation, it was clear that

there are numerous wonderful clubs available.  Ninth

grade is the time to join clubs that you have even a sliver

of interest in.  This sets you on a path for further success in

the club and to find your genuine interests. However, it’s

never too late to participate in a new activity.  Once you

identify your passions, prioritize the clubs that you enjoy. 

 Your emotional and physical wellbeing always takes

precedence over everything else; therefore, do not

participate in activities solely for a future college

application.  You are more likely to excel in an activity that

you enjoy.

     As current seniors reflecting on the past three years, we

can confirm that high school goes by incredibly quickly.  It

seems only yesterday that we were starting our own

freshman year, and college was just a dream on the

horizon. We would like to pass on our thoughts to the rest

of the student body.  Appreciate the present; don’t simply

consider high school as a means to an end, a bridge

between childhood and college.  Instead, live in the

moment and focus on your happiness.  Learn from your

mistakes and take risks.  Try new things and make new

friends.  Focus on having fun while learning and don’t do

drugs, kids (joking, but seriously, don’t do drugs).  Though

the high school years may be stressful, try to enjoy the time

you have here, making the best even in an unconventional

year like this.  

Best, Stella Chen and Saba Mehrzad

By Stella Chen & Saba Mehrzad, Editors-in-Chief

Letter from the Editors-in-Chief
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     In light of the pandemic,

district-wide modifications have

been made to switch

extracurricular activities to an

online platform. Traditionally,

incoming ninth graders have had

the opportunity to learn about the

different clubs available at school

through the club fair at incoming

students orientation. However, this

year, orientation was conducted

virtually for safety purposes.

Students were able to learn about

the various clubs offered at school

and ways to be involved in the

Syosset High School community

through video presentations. Clubs

created Flipgrid videos, in lieu of

booths at the fair, where they

provided a brief description of and

the activities members can

participate in throughout the year

(https://flipgrid.com/4cb0b93b).

They also provided information

about joining clubs, such as the

date of the club’s first meeting and

a code to join the group online.        

     Leaders of extracurricular

activities have had to adjust their

plans for the school year to fit the

new online setting. Several clubs

are utilizing platforms such as

Remind, Google Classroom, and

Google Meet to conduct their

regular meetings rather than

meeting in person. However,

holding virtual meetings poses an

issue for several clubs because

they typically participate in

activities that require them to be in

person. Different clubs often host

in-person fundraising events

throughout the year. At the end of

last year, some clubs started to

host virtual fundraisers where they

held activities via Zoom. This year,

clubs will have to continue to

compose new ideas for virtual or

socially distanced ways to raise

money.

The Operation of 
Virtual Clubs
By Lexi Langman, News Editor

     Some clubs continued their

regular meetings virtually by having

guest speakers on Zoom and

incorporating COVID-related

curriculum into their clubs.

President of the Syosset Pre-Med

Society, Mandi Kurtz, said, “The

Pre-Med Society board has been

hard at work to ensure that this

school year is jam-packed with

informative and fun events. We are

continuing our Doctor On Call

events this year through the Zoom

platform. We transitioned over to

virtual meetings at the end of last

school year. Our COVID

discussions and meetings with Pre-

Med students in colleges were

extremely successful—so we are

expecting this school year to run

smoothly.” Kurtz continued,

“Members can find out more about

clubs by following them on social

media, tuning into the morning

announcements, hearing about

them from their teachers, joining

Google Classrooms, etc.”       

     Several clubs participate in

events that take place outside of

school, including volunteering

opportunities and competitions.

Some clubs will be able to attend

their competitions virtually this

year. In June, the Syosset High

School’s Forensics Speech and

Debate team competed in a virtual

tournament. While still similar to the

traditional ones, the virtual

tournaments for Forensics had a

few notable differences. A

significant problem was that

technical issues periodically arose.

Occasionally, participants’ audios

did not work while entering earlier

rounds, but those were usually

fixed after the first or second

round. Another difference is that

virtual competitions have less of a

focus on clothing, and they are less

tiring than in-person ones. Other

organizations have announced

their plans to conduct their

competitions virtually this year, 
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including Mock Trial and Model

Congress.

     Despite the difficulties

presented by the pandemic, clubs

have been able to come up with

new ideas to adapt to a virtual

platform, and they have made sure

that this upcoming school year,

while different from past years, will

be filled with new and exciting

activities.

Science Newsletter is a club where
we dive deep into the everyday
happenings in STEM! This clubs lets
you express your thoughts and
deepen your knowledge in various
fields of science. Meetings are
every third Thursday, and the
Google Classroom code is pqj2ik7!

The Women in STEM Club enables
students to help solve the gender
disparities that exist in STEM
fields.  Through discussions,
presentations, and a mentorship
program with upperclass(wo)men
and underclass(wo)men, we foster
an incredible community of bright
and supportive women in STEM. 
 We meet every other Thursday.  To
join our remind, text @syowinstem
to 81010

Tri M Music Honor Society is a club
where we use music to fundraise,
provide community service, and
meet new people. We spread the
joy of music throughout the
community! We meet every
Tuesday at 3. Join our Google
Classroom with the code cq26adx.

Are you interested in government,
debate, or public speaking? Then,
Model Congress is the perfect club
for you. Members will learn to write
bills, debate them in a mock
Congressional setting, and
compete for awards at
conferences. We meet on
Thursdays at 3:30, and our Google
Classroom code is bojrq4u

Club Bulletin
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SAT and ACT Cancellations Add Stress to the
College Admissions Process
     

     Students across the United States are frustrated

and anxious due to the uncertainty created by

cancellations of the SAT and ACT college entrance

exams. Multiple spring and summer 2020 test dates

were cancelled when schools and test centers closed

for the safety of students and their communities. The

College Board stated that of the 402,000 students

signed up to take the SAT test on August 29, at least

178,600 were not able to do so because of these

closings. This is an unprecedented event in the modern

college admissions process. 

     Testing is expected to resume in the fall, and

registration is opened for the September, October,

and November SAT as well as three ACT test dates in

September and four in October. For students whose

tests were cancelled, the ACT website states that

students can request a free registration transfer to

take the test at a future date. They also provide forms

to request a refund for the test registration fee, but

there have reportedly been issues regarding these

registration refunds.

     Students should expect the testing process to look

different than it did in the past. The ACT website

provides guidelines for what students who are taking

these tests should expect. For example, face coverings

are required to be worn by students and staff for the

duration of the test. Hand sanitizer should be made

available by testing centers, and floor signage should

provide guidelines to ensure social distancing between

students at check-in locations and seating

arrangements for the test. Lastly, health screenings

and wellness checks for both testing staff and students

are required. 

     The unpredictability of students’ ability to take

standardized tests because of the pandemic has

already led many colleges to declare that they are 

  

“test optional” for the class of 2021 applicants. Top

universities such as Harvard and Yale have signed a

pledge created by the National Association of College

Admission Counseling stating that applicants who do

not submit test scores will not be given lesser

consideration than those who do. Syosset senior Siya

Gandhi says, “Although most of the schools I’m

applying to have gone test optional, I am worried

about my chances of getting in as I still don’t have an

ACT score to submit. Many of my friends have

completed their testing and I am concerned they will

have an advantage over me during the application

process even though schools are test optional.”

Syosset High School senior Jake Greenberg further

commented, “Though the lack of testing has without a

doubt caused a lot of stress for American students, I

think that this has exposed some of the inequities and

issues with the standardized testing system and will

have a positive impact in the long term.

Standardization is very important for the college

process since it is the only aspect that places every

student on the same playing field. However, COVID-19

has made it very clear that policies need to be

reformed to make standardized tests fair, easily

accessible, affordable, and less impacted by

socioeconomic and other differences.” With time, we

will see how the coronavirus pandemic influences any

changes in the standardized testing process and

importance for college entrance.

   

By Emma Blau, Managing Editor

P U L S E  THE
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"...COVID-19 has made it very clear that policies
need to be reformed to make standardized tests
fair, easily accessible, affordable, and less
impacted by socioeconomic and other
differences.” - Jake Greenberg

Photo: https://www.tjtoday.org/28614/news/collegeboard-cancels-next-sat-administration/
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     Syosset High School is known for being one of the top

schools in New York, but with that outstanding reputation,

comes a competitive environment. Tests and grades are of

the utmost importance to many students, which raises the

question: how will exams be administered this year in a

way that will both maintain academic integrity and also

accurately reflect one’s understanding of the subject?

     Last school year, when New York had to shut down in

mid-March, teachers were thrust into an unfamiliar

environment when they had to make an immediate switch

to providing instruction and assessments through a virtual

classroom. Many teachers used sites like Castle Learning,

Google Forms, and Test Wizard to administer tests.

Unfortunately, one shortcoming was that these sites were

mostly geared towards multiple-choice exams. 

     Honors Chemistry teacher Ms. Mele said, “I don’t think

the conventional way [multiple-choice] worked very well

last year because there’s a lot of pressure. Tests are high-

stakes since so much of your grade is contingent on how

you perform on these exams. Especially with multiple-

choice, there is a lot of motivation to look up answers or

refer to notes. While the grades were high, I don’t really

know if my students walked away with as much knowledge

as I would’ve liked them to have.” She added, “In the end,

you take it as far as you want. Do you choose to do your

homework? Do you choose to study?”

     Ms. Eager, who teaches several social studies courses

on the AP level, had a different outlook on the tests last

year. She utilized Canvas in the spring and felt the tests

worked “remarkably well” and that grades were relatively

consistent, with most students taking them honestly;

however, she did mention that it might have been due to

the more lax grading system and no-harm policy that was

in place in the spring. “I’ll work on using more short-answer

and fewer multiple-choice questions. I don’t plan to use

paper and scantrons this year, so tests will be given via

chromebooks.” 

     For the coming school year, teachers have been given a

new laptop and a webcam extension by the district. Ms.

Eager expressed her concerns about the way streaming to

the people at home will work—“By the time everything is set

up, it’ll be at least five minutes into the period.” Some

teachers had even requested the District reduce the usual

day to eight periods to allow for more time in each class,

but, ultimately, that plan fell

through. Ms. Mele echoed similar sentiments: “The biggest

challenge in virtual instruction is making sure that the

technology and equipment will consistently work.” On the

subject ofassessments, the specific plans still seem to be

unclear. There will need to be a new way for test makeups,

as students will not be allowed in department offices this

year. Ms. Eager shared, “I don’t think the district has

completely thought testing through, especially regarding

students with accommodations or makeup tests.”

     Moreover, teachers have to decide whether to offer

tests in-person or online. It is an even bigger struggle for

alternate-day classes where giving in-person tests

becomes a four-day cycle, which could drastically slow

down the pace of the curriculum. Ms. Eager said, “Because

testing will take up so much time now, I will use other types

of assignments more, and likely fewer tests. We [teachers]

will need to be creative and think of other things that can

count towards grades. The grades have to truly be

meaningful.”  Regardless of how exams will work, one thing

is for sure: there needs to be new and holistic ways of

gauging a student’s knowledge. Ms. Mele said, “I might

interview students, hold more discussions, grade their

classwork, and count participation more than I ever have.

For the more shy students, that may be more difficult, but I

have seen how students have evolved and become more

confident through encouragement of participation.” Labs

will look very different this year, with the science

department looking at possibilities of pairing up a student

at home with a student at school on any given day. This

way, students can get as much of a hands-on experience

as possible even if they cannot physically complete the lab.

If the school does have to shut down at some point

however, several science teachers have devised online

activities as well. Overall, while teachers are excited to

return and see students, there are still questions up in the

air. Ms. Eager expressed her doubts: “I love seeing my

students, but so many schools have seen a spike in cases as

soon as they opened. I’m not sure that this is the right

strategy.” However, there is no doubt that the district and

teachers have been working tirelessly to make this fall as

successful as possible through this pandemic. Ms. Mele

shared, “I know that people are apprehensive… but I always

grew up where if you move a little out of your comfort zone,

it’s a growth opportunity. We’re going to get through the

year together.”

Exams and Grades in the Virtual Classroom By Caroline Hsu, News Editor

FEATURESNew School Year, Lots of Changes By Hallie Diamant, 
Features Editor

     Last year, we ended in-school instruction and activities abruptly in March as a result of the COVID-19 pandemic. With the

implementation of social distancing practices and preventative measures, we have the opportunity to go return to the school

building for the 2020-21 school year.  Syosset Central School District (SCSD) has given high school parents and students two

different options for the upcoming year: to stay all remote or to participate in the hybrid school day model. In the hybrid model,

students are split into A-K and L-Z and rotate every other day in school or online. If students choose all remote, they will attend

school from home every day.

     As we adapt to a new normal, students and parents are tasked with a difficult decision between the two options. The hybrid

option allows students to interact with their classmates and teachers, making the students feel more connected to the 
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     The beginning of the school year comes with new opportunities to get involved in the school community. Syosset High

School provides students with a plethora of student led clubs and groups to explore. One of our school’s notable clubs is the

Newspaper Club, or The Pulse, the high school’s student-run newspaper. In The Pulse, students have the opportunity to share

valuable perspectives about school events and the Syosset community as they intersect with pressing current issues.

Members of this club can write articles of their choice for publication in various sections of the newspaper including news,

opinions, features, entertainment, and sports. The Pulse may be the perfect club for you if you are interested in

communications, current events, or journalism!

      I was able to speak with the Editors-in-Chief, seniors Stella Chen and Saba Mehrzad, about how they plan to run the

Newspaper Club this year amidst these unusual circumstances.

The workload is DEFINITELY manageable and very fun!”

Alexandra Pollak: “How is The Pulse responding to the new

advisement of Ms. Eager?”

Stella Chen and Saba Mehrzad: "Under Ms. Eager, the

direction of The Pulse has changed from a more english-

based paper to a social studies one.  We are focusing on

investigative reporting and the impact of social

movements/currents events on the student body.  We are

planning on releasing papers more frequently in order to

make the articles more relevant to the school. We 

aim to shed light on the events that many students may not

be aware about at our school."

material. Kaity Lee, a student who chose hybrid says, “The pros of my decision are that I get to interact in person with my teacher

and if I am confused with a topic of a problem, I am able to ask questions easily. Being in person also allows me to feel more

present and concentrated.”  Although the majority of students have chosen the hybrid model as a result of these advantages, they

understand the trade off and its potential implications. The obvious con with this choice, according to Emily Hamburg, “is that I

might be exposing myself to the virus by going into school every other day, even if we are wearing masks.” Hamburg also says that

preparing for exams, such as midterms or finals, might be harder for students. “I’m hoping that I will be prepared for finals because

it’s not the same at home. I think the days I’m online I will not be able to comprehend the material as much and might need more

assistance.”

     Participating in school as an online student also has its advantages and drawbacks. Kelly Kim, a sophomore who is doing all

remote classes, explains the consequences of her decision. “The pros are that I know I’m safe in my house and also that I will be

able to have a more flexible, less tiring schedule at home. The cons of this are that I won’t be able to see my friends and I won’t be

able to get a true learning experience that will be helpful for my grades.” 

      Cheating poses a problem in both models. With school being either partially or completely online, it is difficult to monitor at

home students during tests. According to Hamburg, “last year, I had already seen people cheat, especially through google docs and

typed assignments.”  Lee is also concerned about cheating, although she hopes no one will decide to do so. She elaborates,

describing how in school “it won’t be that much of a problem, but it may be at home. Some may have already cheated, but it’s

something you can never tell unless caught.” Although there is no way to replicate an in school testing environment, teachers have

taken steps to prevent cheating by using applications like GoGuardian, keeping students in the google meet, and allowing students

to use notes. 

      Ultimately, there is no right or wrong decision and in either option, we will have to adapt to a changed world. As we face

COVID-19, we must work together, online or not, to make this school year great. Eventually, we will all be back together in school

again, hopefully sooner rather than later.

Alexandra Pollak: “How will the Newspaper Club run this

year?”

Stella Chen: “Because of the new restrictions, The Pulse

will be run virtually this year over Google Meet on Mondays

at 3:30 to give people time to get home. Like in previous

years, section editors will have group chats to communicate

with their writers and articles will be submitted virtually. We

are looking forward to taking advantage of the virtual world

and exploring new opportunities such as expanding in

social media. We hope to have a great year even under the

circumstances!”

Alexandra Pollak: “What will an average week look like for

members of Newspaper Club this year? What can members

expect in terms of time commitment and work load?”

Saba Mehrzad: “The average week will be pretty similar to

those of past years. However, meetings will take place

virtually. At virtual meetings, all members will hear

announcements from the Editors in Chief, and then

communicate with their respective editors. Members should

expect to spend an hour to an hour and a half every month

researching and writing articles for The Pulse.

P U L S E  THE

THE HEARTBEAT OF SYOSSET

By Alexandra Pollak, Features Editor

CLUB SPOTLIGHT:
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     Following the deaths of George Floyd, Breonna Taylor,

and many other black Americans, the Black Lives Matter

Movement (BLM) has received attention at a national level.

Today, many are on the forefront of the BLM movement.

Millions of Americans throughout the country have

participated in demonstrations and marches to protest

police violence and advocate for racial justice. Activism

has found a platform on social media, where many have

been aiming to educate through sharing resources and

information, signing petitions and encouraging others to

do the same, posting videos and stories of injustices, and

creating lists of small black-owned businesses to support.

Furthermore, many school districts have issued statements

supporting the Black Lives Matter movement and promising

that they will do more to fight for racial justice and foster

a community that supports black students.

     In light of all that is happening surrounding the BLM

movement, it is easy for schools to stand behind the

millions of activists throughout the country, make

statements against racism, and assert that they will do

more to fight for justice. However, simply posting a

statement is not enough to create a lasting impact. As the

protests eventually fade and the movement starts to die

down, schools must continue to take action. As the Black

Lives Matter movement extends beyond street protests, it

must establish a growing presence in America's public

schools. 

     Schools, including our own, must continue to work to

facilitate conversations about BLM. More lesson plans

surrounding BLM should be implemented in order to create

a school curriculum that is more culturally responsive, and

students should be taught ways that 

OPINIONS

they can take action and advocate for justice. Courses in

black history and African American studies emphasize

respect and the celebration of differences, and should be

offered for students to better understand African

American culture and history. Events to honor black voices

should be held, and spaces for discussions of modern day

social inequality and discrimination can be created. It is

necessary to discuss topics such as white privilege, police

brutality, economic inequality, systematic racism, and mass

incarceration in the classroom. These critical discussions

about race can serve to educate about the extent of the

social inequality and discrimination that still exists today.      

     Even as protests die down, educators and students

alike at Syosset High School have a responsibility to join

the fight towards racial equality for Black Americans. We

must take action and create opportunities to educate and

continue the conversation.

Schools Must Do 

More for BLM
By Chloe Sohn, Opinions Editor

Art by Stormy Nesbit

Should TikTok be Banned? By Ethan Chiu, Opinions Editor
     Since the beginning of 2020, the Trump administration has been upping its rhetoric against China. From sanctioning

Chinese Communist Party (CCP) officials for undermining Hong Kong’s autonomy, accelerating the Uighur genocide in

Xinjiang, and militarizing the South China Sea to banning semiconductors with American technologies from being shipped

to Huawei, there has been bipartisan support against the increasingly authoritarian and power-hungry party ruling China.

Recently, President Trump has decided to ban the Chinese-owned entertainment app TikTok if its U.S. assets are not

transferred to an American-owned company by September 15 because of national security concerns.

     In addition to having banned apps like Facebook,

YouTube, and Google for years, China has stolen $600

billion (Foreign Policy) in intellectual property theft in order

to cultivate its own censored domestic alternatives like

Douyin, the Chinese mainland version of TikTok. Instead of

promoting democracy in China with a true World Wide

Web, the CCP uses its internet to suppress free speech

and promote its own propaganda. In fact, under Chinese

law, Chinese companies must turn over confidential Photo: https://www.reuters.com/article/instant-article/idUSKCN26C1WP
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Editor's Note: Upcoming issues will explore Syosset's

response to the ongoing Black Lives Matter movement and

protests.  
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More egregiously, despite Rittenhouse waving his

hands up in surrender, the local police drove past him

when responding to the scene. In an unprecedented

show of solidarity, there were team boycotts in most

major sports leagues.

    

     Rivaling the summer of ‘68 in the sheer amount of

angst and activism, this summer has been

unprecedented on so many levels. Protestors have

peacefully marched for months on end in many major

cities only to be greeted with tear gas and horrifying

scenes of police brutality. Even the President seemed 

 did not to be above inciting divisions. Branding himself

the “Law and Order President”, a classic Republican

dogma going back to Nixon, he quoted racist idioms in

tweets and bulldozed protestors for a photo-op. All of

this tension was bound to boil over.

     On August 25th, Jacob Blake was shot seven times

in the back by Kenosha police, leaving him paralyzed

from the waist down. Officers quickly pointed to the

fact that he had a knife in the car, however, it is still

unclear whether or not it was in his possession at the

time of the arrest. In response, protests have quickly

escalated, bringing nationwide attention. On the third

night of protests, a 17-year-old Illinois resident crossed

state lines with an assault rifle in hand and fired at the

peaceful demonstrators, killing two and injuring one.

platforms by Apple. However, American companies like

Google and Facebook should allow users to opt-out of

data collection. In fact, these very companies have

recently faced scrutiny over the huge amounts of data

they collect -  more data than the US government has on

its citizens.

     When Former President Nixon established diplomatic

relations with the People’s Republic of China (PRC) in 1979

and when Former President Clinton admitted China into

the World Trade Organization in 2001, it was in the hope

that the PRC would gradually democratize as it joined the

rules-based international order. Unfortunately, China

proved that it cannot be trusted by exploiting the

American free market and threatening American allies in

the Asia-Pacific region. Thus, since the US government has

already been deceived by the CCP many times, it would

be best if TikTok is either banned or transferred to an

American company to eliminate the possibility of the CCP

stealing data on hundreds of millions of American users.

A Summer To Remember
By Peter Levy, Pulse Beats Editor

domestic and foreign information to the CCP when

requested. The US government has historically refrained

from censoring legal websites in hopes that the World

Wide Web would truly connect the whole world, so

President Trump’s decision to ban TikTok is unprecedented.

But, while our internet should continue to be as free and

open as possible, it is essential that the US government

protects our companies and citizens from those exploiting

the open nature of American internet and democracy.       

     Many young Americans are against the possibility of

Trump banning TikTok.  As an avid user of TikTok, I am

hopeful that Microsoft and Walmart will eventually take

over the popular app, given Microsoft’s good track record

and experience in maintaining the independence of its

acquisitions such as LinkedIn and Github. There are

legitimate concerns regarding the presence of a Chinese-

owned app gathering user data, especially since TikTok

was caught copying user clipboard data on the iOS 
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     More recently on August 31st, a clash between

Black Lives Matter Protestors and Trump supporters in

Portland, Oregon resulted in the death of right-wing

activist, Aaron J. Danielson. According to reports,

Danielson was shot by an impassioned Antifa member,

Michael Forest Reinhol. In the days following the

shooting, Reinhol pleaded that the measure was only

in self-defense after claiming that he felt like he was

about to be stabbed. Nonetheless, the President’s

supporters quickly used this incident as a case study

for Trump’s Law and Order message. After Reinhol was

killed by law enforcement on Friday, Attorney General

Bill Bar said in a statement that it was  “an

unmistakable demonstration that the United States will

be governed by law, not violent mobs.”

Kenosha Protests
Photo: https://www.vox.com/2020/9/1/21409369/protests-kenosha-nationwide-jacob-blake-
shooting
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     With increasing rates of infection due to the COVID-19

pandemic, school events and classes halted abruptly in

March of 2020 as the Syosset community united to help

slow the pandemic’s spread through self-isolation. This

resulted in the cancellations of many school events,

including A.C.T.’s spring musical production: The Little

Mermaid. Alexa Trapani, the current president of A.C.T.

and senior at Syosset High School, explained the

pandemic’s effect on the show and the club overall.  

     Typically, preparation for the winter musical takes as

many as ten months for set designers and four months for

other cast members, during which many hours of hard work

are put in by both cast and crew. The hard work of the

cast and crew always pays off when they see friends and

family from the community in the audience on opening

night. However, as a result of COVID-19, the production

was only given one night to perform and only one family

member was allowed to attend per cast or crew member.

Trapani comments that “it was definitely really upsetting”

but that the production was grateful that they “were able

to put on a show at all considering a lot of schools didn’t

have that opportunity.”  She adds, “that night was still

incredibly rewarding for everyone!” 

     Since most of the Syosset community was unable to see

the culmination of the club’s work in person this year, the

production was filmed and A.C.T. hosted a live-streaming

of the show with online ticketing.  Although most of the

Syosset productions can be found on the YouTube channel

funfamily6, the production of The Little Mermaid is currently

only available on flash drives sold by the club.

With only one show this year, A.C.T. did not receive as 

much revenue from ticket sales as they have in prior years.

The club raises its own funds, a majority from ticket sales,

and utilizes the funds to supply costumes, set designs, and

all costs associated with the production of a show, which

can amount to quite a lot.  However, the club plans on

recuperating their losses through new, safe fundraisers. 

 One such fundraiser is Bard-a-thon, a twelve hour

marathon of Shakespeare’s works, that will be hosted

online this fall and gives the chance for the Syosset

community to help support the club and its future

productions.

With the uncertainty of the upcoming school year,

A.C.T. has adapted to provide safe meetings for members.  

Trapani says that the club “will adapt [their] processes to

fit the needs of the community” and that through online

ticketing, social distancing, and technology, A.C.T. will

produce “shows at the high quality that the community has

come to expect from A.C.T. while still keeping the actors

and audiences safe.” A.C.T.’s upcoming productions

include One Stoplight Town, Legally Blonde, and Julius

Caesar.  The best way to support A.C.T. is to attend one of

their productions or fundraisers and enjoy a great

performance!
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ACT Adjustment Amidst a Pandemic:

 An Interview with Mr. Connor

      This past school year, the COVID-19 outbreak was a

shock to us all. Schools were shut down, and clubs were

forced to host their meetings virtually. How did these

drastic changes affect Syosset High Schools A.C.T club?

And how will the club go about navigating the new normal

this coming school year? Luckily, Mr. Connor, the advisor of

the club, has come up with all the answers.

     The pandemic made it challenging for the club to raise

funds because the musical could not perform all four

nights; “the musical is usually our biggest fundraiser, not

only for ourselves. 25% of the ticket sales go to help

support the Scholarship Fund." The streamed performance

was able to raise some money, but not nearly as much as

the program had lost as a result of COVID. Regarding the

question of whether or not there will be a musical this year,

Mr. Connor is not yet sure of the answer. He said, “we

normally start the auditions for the musical at the end of

November. We are hoping everything with COVID will have

settled down somewhat by the end of November to allow

us to at least start the process. We just don't know what

the future will bring, but we're optimistic we can make it

happen. At this point we know we can produce a virtual

show if needed, but how that will affect the performers,

we don't yet know."

    Mr. Connor went into great detail about how the club

plans to run their auditions and rehearsals. He states, “ACT

produces three main stage shows: three smaller student

directed shows in the Little Theater, and an evening of

student directed one act plays as well. I recently met with

our club officers about the possibility of producing a

virtual play for our first ‘main stage’ show this year and

we've already chosen a play and are going to be working

towards producing that for online viewing in November. 

 For this production, we'll hold the auditions online and all

rehearsals will be held online as well. In essence, we'll be

creating a movie where every actor is filmed on their own,

and we'll edit it all together to create the story of the

play.”

     When asked if he believes there are any more dramatic

changes worth noting, Mr.Connor replied, “at present, we

are hoping we won't have any more drastic changes

coming in the future.  We are working towards producing

our fall show; the student directors are going to be moving

forward with their student directed one acts (which will

also be presented virtually), and we are going to hold our

meetings virtually, the first being next Thursday at 3:45.

Yes, it's drastic in that we won't be able to meet in person

to create theatre, but I know with the innovative creativity

of the ACT members we will be able to continue bringing

theatre to the stage of Syosset High School, even if that

stage is a digital one for now.” 

      There is no doubt that the talented students of

Syosset’s ACT club will put on a spectacular show

regardless of whether it's done in person or virtually

performed. Mr. Connor and his associates, along with the

club officers, have been working tirelessly to come up with

the safest and most effective way to go about producing

musicals for the 2020/2021 school year. We wish all the

best to ACT and cannot wait to watch them get back on

the stage!

     There are many questions regarding the arts classes and performances for this school year amidst these

unprecedented circumstances. One of the most fundamental elements of the arts is the idea of using group

collaboration to create. This is sadly not an option for the art and music classes this year.  Nevertheless, Mr.

Salzman, the Arts and Music Coordinator of Syosset High School, has come up with some innovative ways to keep

the art and music classes flourishing.  When asked how the students in music classes are expected to play together

when only half of the class is present, Mr. Salzman replied, “If the students are in class, they’ll learn to play together

with the students who are in the room, and we will be supplementing that instruction with the students who are

virtual.”  He expressed a positive outlook on the situation, saying “We just hope and pray that before long we will be

able to put both of the sides together.”  

     When questioned if the band, orchestra, or chorus would hold any virtual concerts, Mr. Salzman said “We don’t

know. I’m sorry not to give you a better answer but we don't know.  It is unlikely that we are going to have concerts

in the first half of the year, but we haven't made any decisions about the second half yet.”

     Mr. Salzman also explained how art classes will be conducted this upcoming year: “Teachers will be preparing a 

How Art and Music Classes
Will Continue to Thrive- An
Interview With Mr. Salzman
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a supply list of basic art supplies that we’re going to ask students to purchase so that they can bring them back-

and-forth to school and not share because then it’s a safety issue.” Although art classes have been severely

impacted this year, it seems that there is much more to gain than lose. Mr. Salzman went on to say, “We learned

that we can refocus our instruction, there's a lot of things we want our students to learn other than the techniques

of how to create art.  There's so much more to learn from studying art history, learning about artists, and learning

about the role that art plays in our life. And that we can do all virtually.”  By taking a step back from the hustle

and bustle of physically painting, students can dive deeper into the roots of art’s original intentions.  

     It is clear that both the art and music departments have grown from the pandemic.  As Mr. Salzman explained

in his interview, there are four different aspects of art according to the New York State rubric: creating,

responding, performing and presenting, and connecting.  Due to COVID-19, performing and presenting cannot be

done to its fullest extent.  However, this idea seemed to affect both departments positively: “And so it was the

performing or the presenting that was the majority of our focus. All of a sudden when we took that out of the

equation, we had so much more time to talk about creativity and creative thoughts and music composition. And

we had time to talk about how we respond to the arts when they are such a big part of what we do.” 

      Before concluding the interview, Mr. Salzman had one message he wanted to share with the students of

Syosset High School, “I want everyone to know we’re really excited to have them coming back to school and we

can't wait to make music together in the same room and we can't wait to have our classes again.  We’re going to

do it, and we’re going to do it safely and we just hope that it will be a bright spot in everybody's day.” He goes a

step further saying, “It’s time to focus on things that are beautiful, and I can’t wait for the arts to thrive again in

everybody's life.”  

     It is clear that the art and music classes are ready to take on the challenges of teaching their students this

year.  Despite all the chaos, the music and art department has been able to find a silver lining: the students of

Syosset High School.  I believe I can speak for everyone when saying that both departments are more than

prepared for their students, and I can’t wait to see what wonderful art and music they produce.
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     The Syosset community is known

for its incredible sports programs and

talented athletes. We are proud to

annually name All-American, All-

State, and All-County Athletes among

many alumni and current students.

The District has a history of churning

out numerous D1 athletes each year;

therefore, the cancellation of fall

sports this year is incredibly

unfortunate.  Most Syosset residents

were abruptly alerted regarding the

cancellation of  the sports season.     

     The decision by Nassau BOCES

Administration came after nine

Nassau County school

superintendents voted to postpone

high school sports until Jan. 4.  This

decision was made despite Gov.

Cuomo issuing guidelines allowing

lower-risk high school fall sports such

as: soccer, tennis, swimming and

cross-country to begin on Sept. 21st.

     Many parents and students are

outraged by this decision while others

think it’s very reasonable because of  

Sport Seasons 

With COVID-19
By Jillian Oresky, Sports Editor

the current issues with COVID-19. The

families that oppose the decision to

cancel Fall sports have gone as far as

to create Facebook pages and start

petitions to try to get the

superintendents to rethink their

decision. On August 28th, cheers of

“Let us play!” rang out from the crowd

of over 100 students and parents at 

 the Nassau BOCES Administrative

Center in Garden City, where the

Nassau school superintendents had

voted. Further rallies and

demonstrations are being held all

over the county.

   To the student athletes here at

Syosset, being a part of the team isn't

just about playing the sport, it’s about

the friendships with teammates and

memories that will last a lifetime. Our

athletes thrive on the competition

and hard work but also look forward

to shared laughs at practices,

unequivocal support from teammates,  

and the bonds of friendship that

come with playing on the same team.

An informal poll of syosset students

revealed that there is a unanimous

consensus among athletes that fall

sports should go forward and they

would be willing to play with 

whatever constraints necessary.

Sophomore soccer player Arielle

Caspi summed it up by saying “I have

been working hard all summer and for

the season to be cancelled is very

frustrating, i’m really going to miss

playing with my team.”Her sentiments

were echoed by junior baseball and

soccer player Randy Ventura who

said “As a multi sport athlete the

impact of no fall season will be felt

on both ends. Reduced time to get

ready for the season and limited

games does not give a team the

opportunity to realize its full

potential.” There is still time for the

decision to postpone to be reversed,

and the fall season to begin later in

September. As a town known for its

sports the resounding response to

that hope is “Let Them Play!”
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